
Description

Subject: 
Sustainability

The final project in the SPEA 222: Principles of Sustainability course is to 
develop an idea to improve IUPUI's campus sustainability performance, 
compile a compelling grant application (text, budget, and supporting 
materials) outlining the need for the idea, and present it to their peers. 
Students can work individually or in groups of up to 3 students. The final 
project is due in sections throughout the semester, with the final written 
grant due at the end of the semester with their in-class presentation. 

Project: Sustainability on Campus Author: Jessica Davis

Grade: High School- 
College

Duration: 3-6 months

SEEA Winner 
Projects

Purpose

This project fosters better collaboration between students and operational 
staff, and since starting, 15 student project have received funding and have 
been completed on campus (resulting in 1 million gallons of water saved, 
increased biodiversity on campus, reduced waste generation, and more).

Operationally, most of the student's ideas have quantifiable impact on the 
campus' operational performance. All of these result in IUPUI's carbon 
footprint decreasing. Academically, students are able to experience 
something many of their peers do not - leading a sustainability project from 
idea conception all the way to implementation.  They learn where data is 
housed across the campus and how to access it, contact vendors to get 
quotes, build out ways to measure impact, create timelines with performance 
metrics, and ultimately see their idea come to fruition.  No amount of 
theoretical learning will compare to this immersive sustainability 
management learning experience.  

An additional ancillary benefit is that many of these students feel more 
connected with their campus as they area able to see the tangible impact 
their efforts have at IUPUI.  They can leave a real legacy, and that empowers 
them to continue work in this space both to their and IUPUI's benefit.



Process of Development
This project was started through a collaboration with the IUPUI Office of 
Sustainability who houses the Greening IUPUI Grant and the O'Neill School of 
Public and Environmental Affairs who offers the course. For those students 
who choose to apply for the Grant (not required), the IUPUI Office of 
Sustainability works with them to provide additional feedback on their idea 
and implement it alongside the student should it receive funding. 

There are multiple other partners involved: a handful of campus partners 
across a variety of units will visit the course throughout the semester to give 
students insight into some of the challenges and opportunities their unit 
faces with campus operational performance. This allows the students to meet 
these professionals and follow up with them should they have additional
questions or ideas. 

Student Involvement
In the class, there were project work days hosted once a month where 
students could talk to their peers and me about their ideas and how to 
improve them. I also brought in a series of guest speakers to provide 
additional insight into challenges and opportunities the students might 
consider addressing as they developed their project. Finally, students were 
able to experience what it is like to determine winners of the Greening IUPUI 
Grant by taking on the role of the Greening IUPUI Grant Review Committee 
and scoring their peer's projects to determine who would receive funding 
and in what amount. 

It is not required that students actually submit their idea to the Greening 
IUPUI Grant program for consideration (it has no impact on their grade). 
However, in a typical semester 30-50% of the students end up applying 
because they are so passionate about seeing their idea implemented. Of 
those students who apply, 75% typically receive funding and are able to 
implement their projects on campus. For those who don't receive funding, 
the Office of Sustainability does their best to work with the students to 
amend the idea to fit the campus' needs.

Campus partners and supportive administration
Guest lecturers and content experts
Technology (laptops, projectors, online resources)
Library resources

Materials/Resources



Learning Objectives

Reflections from Author

It's been really rewarding to work with students on a topic that I personally 
care deeply about. It has honed my personal mentoring and coaching skills as 
well. There's a balance to strike between offering advice and just doing it. I 
can't tell them exactly what to do, but I can offer information that will 
hopefully guide them to the best solution.

The real win of this project is students understanding how their efforts can 
have a direct, measurable impact on their campus. It creates a new level of 
support for their campus community, and they are often more invested in 
their campus after this experience. They also are empowered by knowing 
that "just a student" can have such a big sustainability impact.

Provide students with experience taking on a task sustainability 
professionals regularly complete in their roles – writing grants to fund 
sustainability initiatives.
Help students practice the following skills that are essential to their 
success not only in this class but also as a professional across any sector.

Accessing and collecting information from appropriate sources
Synthesizing information to develop new ideas and informed 
viewpoints
Communicating clearly with partners and peers
Developing budgets
Composing a well-organized, clear, concise grant application

Help students become familiar with the following important content 
knowledge in the field of sustainability:

Utilizing universally-accepted sustainability assessment tools, 
specifically STARS (Sustainability Tracking, Assessment, Rating System)
Researching best practices in sustainability
Benchmarking sustainability efforts against peer institutions
Generating unique or tailored sustainability solutions(s)
Predicting and quantifying the impact of sustainability initiatives
Creating buy-in for new ideas that advance sustainability
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